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Abstract

In studying light and image transfer in sea water the influence of Fresnel surface reflection is as significant as scattering and absorption phenomena. In these cases a knowledge of the reflective properties of sea surface at different wind speeds is very important. At present, little is published about these properties. We present here results of numerical modeling of Fresnel light reflection coefficient of sea water as a function of solar zenith angle and wind speed. The ray-tracing computer model was developed to generate wave slopes and elevations. In order to generate a realistic sea surface the model used Pierson-Moskowitz and Paul Hwang wave height spectrums. The final result of this paper is a simple equation and very fast FORTRAN code to calculate Fresnel reflection coefficient of wavy water surface.

Introduction

The idea of the approach used in this paper is to reproduce a realistic wavy sea surface using wave energy spectrums published in literature. To reproduce rough wave surface we computed elevations in a sample square area of sea surface by using the following method: all significant range of wave numbers \( k \) of the wave energy spectrum was divided by \( N \) intervals. For each interval we computed an amplitude \( A_k \) of the wave using energy spectrum \( \chi(k) \) taken from the literature. The sample sea surface area was represented as a \( M \times M \) grid. The weight of the amplitude in each grid point was computing using Monte Carlo method. In each grid point we averaged amplitudes of randomly generated \( K \) flat sine waves. The direction and phase of each flat sine wave was chosen randomly. This procedure gives weights \( w_{ij} \) \((0 \leq i \leq M, 0 \leq j \leq M)\) for each pixel of sample area in the range of \( 0 \leq w_{ij} \leq 1 \). The averaging of \( w_{ij} A_k \) over energy spectrum \( \chi(k) \) gives us an average elevation \( \bar{A}_{ij} \) of sea surface in a grid point \((i,j)\). Having elevations \( \bar{A}_{ij} \) we can compute elevations and orientations in each pixel of sample surface. This gives us a frozen in time realization of wavy sea surface. The same procedure gives us a sequence of surface realizations in a sequence of times \( t_1, t_2, \ldots, t_L \). Using this method we can produce a real-time movies of the wavy sea surface and light reflected from a water body 1 with wavy surface.2
Computations

The values of sea surface orientation allow us to compute light reflection coefficient in each pixel of the sample surface. Averaging over $M \times M$ spatial and $L$ temporal realizations gives as an average Fresnel reflection coefficient for each value of wind speed $u$ and zenith angle $\theta$. To compute actual values of Fresnel reflection coefficient we used the Pierson-Moskowitz (PM)\(^3\) and Paul Hwang (PH)\(^4\) spectrums.

The Pierson-Moskowitz wave energy spectrum is defined as:

$$\chi_{PM}(k) = \frac{0.00405}{k^3} \exp\left(-\frac{0.74 g^2}{u^4 k^2}\right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $g = 9.8 \, \text{m/s}$ is a gravitational acceleration, $u$ is a wind speed in m/s, $k = g / u$ is a wave number in m\(^{-1}\).

The Paul Hwang wave energy spectrum is defined as:

$$\chi_{PH}(k) = \frac{1 \cdot 10^{-4}}{k^2} \begin{cases} 
5.45, & k < g u^2, \\
1.74 u / \sqrt{k}, & g u^2 \leq k < 16.0, \\
6.96 u / k, & 16.0 \leq k < 100.0, \\
0.682 u / (g + 0.00007 k^2), & 100 \leq k \leq 900, \\
7.48 \cdot 10^6 u^3 / k, & 900 < k. 
\end{cases}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

This spectrum is specifically tailored for remote sensing problems to produce correct values of mean square slopes of ocean waves.

The generated realizations of Fresnel reflection coefficients have been averaged over 100 x 100 pixels of sample sea surface areas and 80 time realizations to produce resulting angular distributions of Fresnel reflection coefficient. The values of elevations and orientations in each pixel have been obtained using one million computations, 1000 realizations for flat sine waves and 1000 significant points of wave number $k$ in energy spectrum range. To generate random numbers we used Mersenne Twister random number generator\(^5\)\(^-\)\(^8\) capable to produce evenly distributed random numbers in a cube of 626 dimensions. So each value of Fresnel reflection coefficient for any value of wind speed and zenith angle represents an average value of 800 billion individual computations.

Results

The main results of extensive computations for wind speed $u = 4 \, \text{m/sec}$ are shown in Figures 1 and 2. Figure 1 shows results of our ray-tracing computations against values computed using Cox and Munk\(^9\) wave slope distribution. For smaller values of reflection coefficient the difference is not significant, but for the larger values ($R_f \sim 0.7$) it can reach 20%. Because both ray-tracing and Cox and Munk implementations include corrections on shadowing effects, the
difference shown in the figure is due to the enhanced description of waves given by Eqs. (1) and (2). Figure 2 shows Fresnel reflection by wavy sea surface relative to the Fresnel reflection by the flat water surface. As it should be, for smaller zenith angles (smaller values of reflection) Fresnel reflection coefficient is slightly higher than the reflection coefficient of wavy surface. For larger zenith angles ($R_f > 0.5$) the reflection coefficient of flat surface exceeds Fresnel reflection of wavy surface.

**Final equations**

The results of extensive ray-tracing computations are compactly represented as a following regression equation,

$$R_x(\theta,u) = a_0(u) + R^0_f(\theta)\left[a_1(u) + R^0_f(\theta)\left[a_2(u) + a_3(u)R^0_f(\theta)\right]\right], \quad (3)$$

where $R^0_f(\theta)$ is a Fresnel reflection coefficient of flat water surface,
Figure 2. Example of ray-tracing Fresnel reflection coefficient from a rough water surface at wind speed equal to 4 m/s plotted against Fresnel reflection coefficient of flat water.

\[
R_i^0(\theta) = \frac{1}{2} \left[ \left( \frac{\cos \theta - \sqrt{n_w^2 - \sin^2 \theta}}{\cos \theta + \sqrt{n_w^2 - \sin^2 \theta}} \right)^2 + \left( \frac{n_w^2 \cos \theta - \sqrt{n_w^2 - \sin^2 \theta}}{n_w^2 \cos \theta + \sqrt{n_w^2 - \sin^2 \theta}} \right)^2 \right], \quad (4)
\]

Here \( n_w = 1.341 \) is a refractive index of water, and \( \theta \) is a solar zenith angle, and wind-speed-dependent coefficients \( a_i(u) \) are given by the following equations:

\[
a_0(u) = 0.001(6.944831 - 1.912076u + 0.03654833u^2), \quad r^2 = 0.9997, \quad (5)
\]

\[
a_1(u) = 0.7431368 + 0.0679787 - 0.0007171, \quad r^2 = 0.9996, \quad (6)
\]

\[
a_2(u) = 0.5650262 + 0.0061502 - 0.0239810 + 10695, \quad r^2 = 0.9995, \quad (7)
\]

\[
a_3(u) = -0.4128083 - 0.1271037u + 0.0283907u^2 - 0.0011706u^3, \quad r^2 = 0.9991. \quad (8)
\]
Equations (3)-(7) for Fresnel reflection coefficient of wavy sea surface may be used for remote sensing and radiative transfer modeling.
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Appendix: A FORTRAN code to compute Fresnel Reflection Coefficient of wavy water surface.

```fortran
! **********************************************************************
real function FresnWind(nWat,thet,u)
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------
! This function calculates Fresnel reflection coefficient of wavy
! water surface.
! This is the case of Paul Hwang wave energy spectrum distribution
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------
! nWat  = refraction index of water (nWat = 1.341)
! thet  = angle (in degrees) at which light is incident on sea surface
! u     = windspeed in m/sec, 0 <= u <= 12 m/s.
! **********************************************************************
implicit none
real       nWat,thet,u
real       phi,fr0,a0,a1,a2,a3, Fresnel
  a0 = ATAN(1.0)/45.0 ! = \pi/180
  phi = a0*thet ! converts angles to radians
  fr0 = Fresnel(nWat,phi)
  a0 = 0.001*(6.944831+u*(-1.912076+0.03654833*u))
  a1 = 0.7431368+u*(0.0679787-0.0007171*u)
  a2 = 0.5650262+u*(0.0061502+u*(-0.023981+0.0010695*u))
  a3 = -0.4128083+u*(-0.1271037+u*(0.0283907-0.0011706*u))
FresnWind = a0+fr0*(a1+fr0*(a2+a3*fr0))
return
end
```

```
! *********************************************************
real function Fresnel(nWat,phi)
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------
! Computes Fresnel reflection coefficient of flat water surface
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------
! nWat  = refraction index of water
! phi   = angle (in radians) at which light is incident on sea surface
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------
! aRef  = angle of refraction (in radians)
! Rpar  = Fresnel refraction coefficient for parallel polarization
! Rper  = Fresnel refraction coefficient for perpend. polarization
! *********************************************************
implicit none
```
real nWat, phi, aRef, aDif, aSum, Rpar, Rper

if (phi .ne. 0.) then
  aRef = ASIN(SIN(phi)/nWat)
  aDif = phi-aRef
  aSum = phi+aRef
  Rpar = TAN(aDif)/TAN(aSum)
  Rper = SIN(aDif)/SIN(aSum)
  fresnel = 0.5*(Rpar*Rpar+Rper*Rper)
else
  aSum = (nWat-1.)/(nWat+1.)
  fresnel = aSum*aSum
end if
return
end
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